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Pick Up and Drop Off- Thank you! 

We are very grateful to parents for their support at drop off 

and pick up during this difficult time. We are delighted that 

this part of the day is running so smoothly, with your 

support.  

 

Expansion- Exciting News! 

Together with the 4 new rooms at Primary our planned 

places will rise from current 95 to 107 in next few years. 

A lot is happening behind the scenes to prepare for the 

Secondary work to start in May 2021 for planned 

completion October 2021.  
 

Google Classroom-** Important reminder!** 

The school now communicates regularly through Parent 

mail and Google Classroom 

Please do call the school office and Amy will talk you 

through how to access google classroom, if you need 

support. 

 
 
MEDICATION IN SCHOOL- 

If your child is coming in from a different 
setting, or going to stay at a different 
setting, please ensure that medication 
coming in is labelled and the class 
teacher and the office are aware  

 

KS2 Garden: Plea for help please! 
We have created an area to make a big sensory garden. Our 
small sensory garden had outgrown its planter so we have 
planted these out, but they look very small now!  We would 
appreciate donations of the following: 
Raspberry canes, thornless blackberries, strawberries, 
Mint, lavender, rosemary, sage, thyme, curry plant, scented 
geraniums, Lamb’s ear (stachys)  
 
If you do not have any plants to spare then we would 
welcome some garden tokens. 
 
Thank you! 
Linda, Becky and Grace 
The KS2 Team 

This week’s round up from the classes… 
 
Nursery and Little Windmills 
 
We had lots of fun building a camp at 
the bottom of the garden this week. 
We will see if it is waterproof as storm 

Alex puts it to the 
test! We also have 
been busy digging up 
our potato crop. The 
children found lots of 
potatoes under the 
ground. They scrubbed 
them and then we made 

chips for a chip party.  
  
  
Reception/KS1: Adele Class 
There has been an autumnal feel to 
the class over the past two weeks. 
We have printed with vegetables, 
counted with radishes and had 

sensory exploration 
with jelly to find 
vegetables. This 
week we have chopped and tasted 
vegetables, hunted 
for conkers, and 
labelled body parts. 
We even found time 

to make a pear crumble. Yum! 
 
 
KS1: Sinatra Class 
We have been exploring autumn in the last 
couple of weeks.  We have had conkers in 

the water tray and 
autumnal art such as using 
leaves to make squirrels 
and red, orange and green 
finger painting make trees.  
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Dates for the Diary:   
 
★ Tuesday 6th October - School photographs 
★ Friday 9th October - wear yellow day for young 

minds  https://youngminds.org.uk/ 
★ Thursday 22nd October - Last day of term. 

 
★ Monday 2nd November - Pupils return to school  

 
 
  
KS3/4: Celine Class 
We had a busy two weeks. We 
continue working on our 
Numbers skills, using Numicon 
matching correct numbers and 
amounts and understanding 
who the time table works. 
 
We keep using our Sound 
Reading System (SRS) 
approach to writing simple 
words or sentences, with varying support. 
For PE we are learning to play Cricket, and our coach is so 
fun! 
 
We found a frog in the garden! We 
carefully put it in a box to have a look 
at it and talked about what frogs 
need to survive. Then we found an 
appropriate habitat to release it.  
 
We had our first Online concert with 
Music for Autism. It was wonderful 
to see familiar faces, but this time, 
not actually in the school building. The music was so lovely 

that some of us decided to stay a bit 
longer. 
As our teacher says on Google 
classroom, we keep wiping our 
tables and chairs because it is very 
important to have a clean 
environment, especially if we are 
going to eat. Now that we are getting 
so good at wiping tables, we can help 
at home because it is everyone's 

responsibility to have a clean environment. 
 
KS3/4 Corrs Class 
Corrs class have enjoyed a practical 
experience this week enjoying music for 

autism where 
pupils 
enjoyed 
playing along 
and dancing 
to the music. 

We have also been enjoying our story 
“Here we go round the Mulberry Bush” 
story and have been looking at self care.  
 
 
We have also been 
exploring food in 
sensory play, 

discovering new textures and smells. 
 
 
KS1/KS2: Stevie Class 
We  have continued with our topic 

“Me and My World” and we 

engaged in activities around this 

topic, e.g. sensory story and sensory 

learning (communication, foot 

prints, hand prints, counting, shapes, writing and mark 

making and learning about our 

bodies). We also continued with 

our music sessions with Rachel 

Cave. 

 

This week we did activities around 

Harvest Festival and the children 

explored fruits and vegetables, e.g. 

sorting, counting,  cutting and 

tasting.  

As part of our 

fun with food 

sessions, 

children have 

been exposed to 

various foods around the classroom to 

explore and taste.  

 

  

 

KS2: Ludovico Class 

We have been busy continuing with 
our Topic of Making and Creating. 
We moved on from studying cave art 
to looking at Australian dot pictures. 
We listened to some Australian 

traditional 
stories from 
The 
Dreaming to inspire us and then 
created artwork while listening to 
didgeridoo music.  We started with 
the story of the Rainbow Serpent, 
who made the valleys and hills of 
Australia.  Then we used stampers, 
cotton reels and corks to make very 
spotty snakes in the Australian 

 



 

Pupils enjoyed playing a variation of instruments. 
 
Pupils have thoroughly enjoyed our practical lessons 
promoting ‘Kindness’ and ‘Working 
Together in PE and sensory lessons. 
 
 

Finding ways 
to move a 

hoop around 
a circle  of 

people 
without breaking the links. 

 
Pupils have 
been very busy 
continuing with 
our class build at Venison House. Pupils 
have worked 
really hard in 
clearing the area 
and making a 
roof for the 

shelter. 
To support Corrs class with another 
build please can you send in any 
empty 2 litre bottles of coke or/and 
lemonade. Thank you in advance. 
  
KS3/4: Coldplay Class 
We have been busy during the past two weeks in Coldplay 
class. 
We received a visit from Katie & Bella, 
our therapy dog at secondary. Students 
worked on their communication & 
interaction skills by asking questions 
about the dog such as, what does Bella 
eat? How many times a day does she 
eat? How often does she need a 
shower? How many times a day does she go out for a walk?. 
Students also took turns to stroke and walk Bella around the 
playground. We had a lot of fun preparing a 

circuit with cones, Hoola 
hoops and much more to 
walk Bella through it 
while following 
instructions. 
We also had a fantastic 
music session with Music 
for Autism. They tuned 
with us via video call and 
played live music for our 

class. Students worked on their life skills by sitting and 
engaging in a cultural event and explored a variety of 
instruments to make sound patterns. 
 
Last but not least, we had a cricket session with a PE coach 
from Oxford University. Students engaged in different 

style.  This week we read the story of Tiddalick, a frog who 
did not share a river.  His friends made him laugh until he 
did share the water with them.  We made a collaborative 
collage of a river, to show how well we can share things. 
Everyone joined in with ripping the tissue paper, and then 
children chose to either put glue on our river or to stick the 
tissue paper on.  

 
We have also been busy in the KS2 
garden.  The weeds had been cleared 
out so we planted out the small 
sensory garden plants we had. 
Everyone liked getting into the mud 
and the plants are looking much 
happier now they are in a big bed. 
Now we would like to get some more 
plants to make it a proper garden. 

Please see the message above - if you could help us to 
create a garden we promise to take good care of the plants! 
 
KS2: Lennon Class 
We have been very busy this week, 
continuing exploring our topic 
“making and creating”.  We have 
been reading “Tyrannosaurus Drip” 
by Julia Dondaldson and having been 
think about what makes us all 
unique.  We have been drawing self 
portraits and writing about the hings 
we are good at.  We have been doing a 

lot of cooking in Lennon Class and loved 
making cakes.   We tasted different 
ingredients and wrote down which 
ingredients we would like to use in out 
cakes.  We discovered that chocolate 
chips and raisin cakes were really 
delicious. 
We have also been exploring lots of 
different sensory play and we really like 
to make cloud dough using cornflour. 

 
KS2: Louis Class   
We are having a lot of fun. We have 

been doing a lot of art activities such 

as painting using sticks we have found 

on the playground, finger painting and 

Aboriginal 

paintings, using 

cottons buds. 

They look lovely displayed on our 

classroom walls! 

We have been enjoying our story 

books ‘How to wash a woolly 

mammoth’ and ‘Caveman Dave’. We 

have done lots of lovely activities 

related to them such as writing instructions of how to wash 

 



 

physical activities in small groups and practised their 
team-building and social skills. It was so much fun! 
 
Sixth Form: Ezra Class 
 
Students have had great fun using a 
new sixth form resource linked to an 
Asdan unit - Engaging with new 
creative Activities.  
 Students took it in turns to suggest 
new movements we could all join in 
with while holding on to their strip of 
fabric. 

 
 
Students have 
also enjoyed 
decorating bags 
with fabric pens 
and developed 
their 
independence 
skills as they 
made 

themselves a slice of toast and a cup of 
squash. 
 
 
 

Students in Year 14 have been 
completing art activities as part of their 
new focus module- ‘ Using Leisure 
time’. 
They have also been learning how to 
use the tumble dryer linked to the 
focus module-’ Independent living’. 

 
 
 

a woolly mammoth and then a sensory activity of washing 

our own. 

 

As always, we have been placing a big 

emphasis on hygiene. We have had 

some lovely attention autism sessions 

which have shown us how far a 

sneeze can spread. We have also 

been practicing the most efficient 

way of washing our hands, we have 

written some instructions on how to 

wash our hands and placed them 

around the school and help remind others to wash their 

hands thoroughly.  

 

 

KS3: Idina Class 
We have enjoyed the last two weeks, continuing to 
celebrate who we are, creating portraits using different 

materials and mirrors. We 
are also focusing on 
celebrating our families too. 
 

 

Cooking is a key independence skill 
and a fantastic way to celebrate. We 
are enjoying cooking, and this week 
we baked cakes; following 
instructions and organising our own 
resources, it almost felt like 
The Great British Bake Off! 
 
We are continuing to develop 
key skills in maths and English, 
through opportunities to 
participate in some fabulous 
activities, alongside our fellow 

secondary peers, with Music for 
Autism, a visit from Bella the 
Therapy Dog and with Richard and 
George from the Lords Taverners 
cricket. All of which have really 
helped us with our communication 
skills, as well as developing our 
coordination and motor skills. 

 

 


